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A VISIT TO MEUDON

n September 14, 1932 four German philosophers, who had come to
France for the Joumee d'etudes de Ia Societe Thomiste meeting on:
the theme of phenomenology, paid a visit to the Maritain house at
Meudon. Jacques was then fifty years old but he already had an international
reputation as a Christian philosopher. Jacques recorded the visit in his diary:
"Wednesday 24. Exaltation of the Holy Cross. Visit of Edith Stein, Dom
Feuling, Rosenmoeller and Soehngen." 1 It was more than gallantry that
caused him to list the woman before the men. Edith Stein, like Raissa, was
Jewish and a convert to the Catholic faith. It would be nearly a decade after
her conversion that she would enter the Carmel of Cologne where she took:
the religious name of Teresa Benedicta of the Cross. It was a shared sense of
the nature of Christian philosophy that created immediately a special rapport
between the Maritains and Edith Stein.
The conversion of the Maritains had taken place more than a quarter century earlier and it was not long afterward that they came to blend their pursuit
of sanctity with their pursuit of truth under the tutelage of Thomas Aquinas.
Edith Stein would say that it was while reading Thomas Aquinas that she first
saw the unity of the spiritual and intellectual lives, that the. pursuit of truth
was a way of loving God. "It became clear to me in reading Saint Thomas,"
she wrote, "that it was possibl~ to place knowledge at the service of God and
it was then and only then that I could resolve to take up again my' studies in a
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serious manner."2 Her meeting with .the Maritains could be brought under the
heading: Spiritus ad spiritum loquitur.
In Jacques Maritain there was an intimate bond between who he was and
what he taught.

LES CERCLES D 'ETUDES THOMISTES
A student of Jacques Maritain who fell during World War I surprisingly
named his old professor as a beneficiary of his will. This unexpected money
created new opportunities for the philosopher. The Villard bequest not only
enabled him to continue his philosophical work. He would also be able to
conduct a center of spirituality at Meudon in a large house the Maritains were
able to buy with their new and unexpected post-war windfall. But both. objectives were pursued at the same address. It was at Meudon that Maritain began
the Thomistic Study Circles.
An indication of the importance Maritain attached to the study circles and
retreats that were held at his house in Meudon is the fact that he devotes
nearly one quarter of his Camet de Notes to the subject. This project, which
would continue until the beginning of World War H when Jacques and his
wife left France for the United States, represents one of the most sustained efforts on Maritain 's part to influence the culture of his native land as a convert
to Catholicism. The effort met with both successes and failures.
The meetings at the Maritains' seem to have begun without any thought of
regular recurrences. Jacques tells us that he found in a notebook this entry,
''First reunion of Thomistic studies at the house, with Picher, Vaton, Barbot,
Dastarac, Massis."3 The date of the entry was Sunday, February 8, 1914. There
was no immediate sequel to that meeting, not surprisingly: World War I broke
out in 1914. It was tive years later, in the fall of 1919, that regular meetings devoted to Thomistic studies began at the Maritain home in Versailles. Jacques
2 In a letter written February 12, I 928, she said, "[t was through St. Thomas that I
first came to realize that it is possible to regard scholarly work as a service of God.
Immediately before, and a long time after my conversion, I thought living a religious
life meant to abandon earthly things and to live only in the thought of the heavenly realities. Gradually I have learned to understand that in this world something else is demanded of us, and that even in the contemplative life the connection with this world
must not be cut otf. Only then did I make up my mind to take up scholarly work
again. I even think that the more deeply a soul is drawn into God, the more it must
also go out of itself in this sense, that is to say in the world, in order to carry the Divine life into it" (Edith Stein, Se(fportrait in Letters, 1916-1942 in The Collected
Works of Edith Stein, vol. 5 [Washington, D.C.: Institute of Carmelite Studies, 1993],
p. 54).
3 Jacques Maritain, Notebooks, p. 133.
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had been on l~ave of ~bsence from the lnstitut Catholique during the aca£le·
mic year l9l?-18',.(the last year of th¢ war), engaged on writing tWo introduct~ry books itf philosophf.4 The names Ulehtipned as attending th~ fJfSt
meeting W13re ·h¥dly household words, aud Maritain describes ·the participants ·~r the se,cond . me~ting, ,which wouldip:'deed begin a series, as personal
friends and students ofhisfrofn the lnstitut Catholique. It was still an infor,.
rrihl gafuel,ip~. and stayed that w~;i until 1921 when the decision was tru1de tQ
formatize'the meetil\gs .~d to: stabili~t; their fo,cus. The participants. were
those "fot: whon:t the spiritual life aml.the pursuit of wisdom (pbilpsophical
and theologica}) hacl majpt' importance.. : .••s . . .
. ..
;
Frc;>m, the time:: of their conversion, the Maritains' househol4 had lived on a ·
schedule tb.at took its ration~le from a dual purjJose-the pursuit Of truth and
die pursuit· of. s~ctity. In Germany, there had been only an accidental con" ·
nection betw~~ the two, with. prayer merely surrounding studies. more or le~s '
unrelated to·the.goai of the sp~tual life. The discoVery of Saint/Thomas had
opened up the. possi'Qility of a more integral conn~ction betw~en the life of
the'mind add the spiritual life. This was exactly . the discovery that Edith Stein
too would mak:~.
When the Mant,ains became Oblates of St. Benedict, their regimen of •
prayer and· stu~. had taken on a pa¢cular stal:np, but the Thomistic StJ;tdy •
Circles acqnir~d the~ own character. TI}~re WaS the continuation of the' con- :
viction that laymen· too were called to sanctity, but the. spirit of Versailles was
more Oomini¢a1l thah Benedictine, a movement prefigured in a .way in·,
ThomasAquin.as's move fromMonte~assino t6 the Order ofPtea,chef$.
·
Most of the particip~ts were '~ay l'¢!JPl~ld and· young,· 01ale and fe•
. male~ st,udents and professors-but there' W;ere priests and reljgiou~ as well.
the lay· pe<>ple represented a ~ide r~ge of vocations, ~ot just professiorial ·
philosophers, but doctors, poets, musicians.. busln~ssq:ten, scientists.
dathopcs were in the m~jority but there were ~so unbelievers as wen as··
·Jews, Qrtl;lodox, and some Protestants. As .. for Thomas, .sorn~ were already
. experts i~· his.tllought, others m~re-.beginners. It was interest in the thought of .
Thomas Aquinas, albeit of different degrees, that brought the~ together.
.
What w~s tbe atmosphere? It was not a class ot a seihina:r, the participantg did"not come.~ s.tudents in thafsense, nor was it a soiree with drinks
4 Ja,cques Maritain, Elements de philosophie, I: Introduction; Ii: Petite, /ogique;
These appeared in English as An Introduction to Philosophy, tt:!lJls. E. I. Watkin (New
. Y()rk: Sheed & Ward), and An Introduction to Logic (New York: Sheed & Ward;
1937).
.
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'apd cigarettes, althpugll:people came as guests to a hollle· Jacques insists on
the need for feminine influenc~ for the success of such a venture, and chara9..:
terizes the participants .as guests of Rai~sa. There were three women host.esses, Raissa, her sister Vera, and their mother. The sampvat. was_ readied and
later there would be dinne:r. Writing as a lon~ly, widower many decades later,
· Jacques i~sists that Raissa was the "ardent flame''of the reunions, taking an
activ~ ir"discreet part in the, discussions. And she prayed constantly for the·
. success of the reunions. "It is clear that without her-:.or without her sisterthere would have been no Thomistic. Circles, anymore, than there would have.
been a Mendon (or for that ma.tter a Jacques-Maritain)."6 . .
·
·The discussion would go on throughol!t.the afteflllpOU; thraughteaand OIT
into dpme,r, tbough not all stayed for that·A,t midnight, the hosts bade goodbyeto the last guest, then collapsed with fatigue ...
· · It is signifi~ant that Jacques insists on the role of Rais~a in the reunions.
The motive was certainly the dissemination of .the' thought of Thomas
Aquinas, but of course there was also a wife promoti11.g her husband's career
and influence. As time went on, the reunions became the occasion for conversions to Catholicism, and the relevance of Thomism f()r all aspects of culture gave the retmions·the air of a salon which sought to exert influence on
the artistic apd literary life of Paris. The· very public contretemps With Jean
Cocteau and the effort to rival the literary influence of Andre.Gide are f~cets
of this. But all .that was far in the fqture WlJen th~ effort be,gan.
For the first ten ortwelve yeats, the topics were the great problemsof phi- ·
· losophy and theology, treated technicaliy. Te.(Cts of Thomas would ..be read,
the great coffiii1entators consulted----'special mention is made of John of St.
Thomas, of course,.-.and .an effort m~cte _to "disengage front the intramural
disputes of. Second Scholasticisl'Q. ·the ·truths whose appeal ttiplscefided the
prison-:Ii~e setting of the tex~."7:What were the themeS'? Faith and reasmi,:
philosophy and theology, metaphysics, poetry, politics, indeed. all the issues
raised by the culture around them.
Jacques was the leader, as we learn when, he tells us that he prepared. his
expositions of the texts the night before or Sunday morning, "ha8tily, but careful1y." Among his papers, he found notes for the meetirigs and we are not sqr• 1
prised .to hear that these took· the form of synoptic tables ari,d great schemata
. on large sheets that could be affixed 'to the wall. Ttle su~jects ~e' treated, by
way of analysis of texts, incl~ded the following. Angelic knowledge; How
'
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angels know future contingents, singulars and secrets of the heart. Intellectual
knowledge. The agent intellect. Knowledge of the singular. The vision of God
and the light of glory. The desire for that vision. Theoretical and practical .
knowledge. Is sociology a science? In what sense? Medicine. Politics. Justice ·
and friendship. The Trinity: subsistence, person, the divine persons. Original .
sin. The Incarnation. The human nature of Christ. Free will....
Maritain recalled these topics· from the first decade of the reunions, which
should mean through 1929. These were tumultuous years-the public flap
with Cocteau, the attempt to dissuade Gide from publishing Corydon: the establishment of Roseau d'or, the Golden Reed, a series of books meant to rival
Gide's influence on French culture. And it was also during this decade that
L'Actzon FralU;aise, with which Jacques had long been associated, was condemned by Rome.
Perhaps there is no better way to get a sense of the flavor of this effort
than by examining the little book Jacques and Rai'ssa: co-authored to express
.the vision of the intellectual life which lay behind the Circles as well as the
Constitution that governed its meetings.

PRAYER AND INTELLIGENCE
The Statutes governing the Thomistic Study Circles can be found in an appendix of Maritain's Camet de Notes, published many years afterward, in
1964. Section l, which states the general principles of the Circles, is of more
interest than the section devoted to organizcttion.
"In making Saint Thomas Aquinas the Common Doctor of the Church,
God has given hirn to us as our leader and guide in the knowledge of the
truth."8 Maritain's mind had been formed by the philosophy of the day, negatively, for the most part, but more positively in the case of Bergson. After his
conversion, he did not immediately see the significance of Thomas Aquinas
in the intellectual life of the Catholic. It was nearly four years after his conversion that he began to read the Summa Theologiae. Doubtless motivated by
docility at first, he quickly became personally convinced of the wisdom of
the Church's designation of Thomas as chief guide in philosophy and theology. Thomas has pride of place among the Doctors of the Church and professors should present his thought to their students. Maritain's characterization
of Thomas's doctrine stresses its formality. "It addresses the mind as a chain
of certitudes demonstratively linked and is more perfectly in accord with the
faith than any other."9 It carries with it the pledge of a sanctity inseparable
8
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from the teaching mission of the .Angelic Doctor who all but effaced his
human personality in the divine light. However attractive the .person of
Thomas is, however much a model of the Christian life, Maritain quotes with
enthusiasm. the statement of Leo XIII in Aeterni Patris: Majus aliquid in
sancto Thomas quam sanctus Thomas suscipitur et defenditur." "There is in
Thomas something greater than Thomas that we receive and de.fend."lO It is
because of his sanctity as well as his intelligence that Thomas can be a vehi'cle of the truth and a modelfor the pursuit of it.
One ofthe purposes ofthe Cercles.d'etudes was to enlist lay people in the
Thomistic RevivaL The aim was not to obtain members of a philosophical or
theological sect within .the Church or indeed beyond it. Maritain taught us to
see Thomism, not as a rival of other equally valid ways of doing philosophy,
but as the name. for doing philosophy rightly-philosophy tout court. It is
sometimes said that Thomas. was not a Thomist, and of course he was not. No
more was Aristotle an Aristotelian~ Neither man saw what he was doing as
hewing to a party line.and narrowing his interests. The most notable thing
about the thinking of Aristotle is the attention it pays to whatever had been
said on a topic before he took it up. This led him to look for truths lurking in
doctrines which on the surface might seem merely bizarre. A good example
of this. is the careful analysis and. balancing of early naturalists in Book One
of the Physics. He discerns beneath the jumble of conflicting claims a common recognition. lt is facetious to see in· this a tendency .to hold that his pre"decessors were lisping Aristotelians, inchoate Stagirites. Philosophy is a
common enterprise; no person alone can do it well, and everyone has standard cognitive equipment and could scarcely miss the truth. entirely. In much
the same way, what is called the Thomistic synthesis is an effort to bring to. · gether what strike the historian of .ideas as radically different systems and
find. in them contributions to the common task of the pursuit of truth.
John Paul If, in Fides et Ratio, confronts the scandal of philosophy, the bewildering variety ofphilosophicalsystems and. asks how one might adjudicate between them. His answer is found in paragraph four~there is an implicit philosophy held by all which provides criteria of acceptance and
rejection. Anyone who reads the list of components of that Implicit Philosophy will recognize the starting points and principles from which Aristotle and
Thomas proceed. Since these principles are. a common human possession,
philosophizing that moves off from them~rather than doubting, denying or
ignoring them-will not be a kind of philosophy, but simply philosophy. No
one owns the starting points.
10
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Maritain's vast. a:nd many-faceted reuvre r~veals this same: anchorage iq
wllat anyone may .know ·and an interest in what every philgsopfi.er. bas:.!
said-at least in ptinciple. Thomism is uniqu~ in this unlimited epenlJ.eSS---' !
what other philosophy see~s sustenance anywhere and everywhere? There" .I
sult is not a pa$tiche, an eclectic hodgt\'.podge. Nor does this openness ~re ... '
· dude rejection of what has:been said. W~ll, one could go on. But my topic'
·now is different
·. to bt~: a Thomist is to follow the lead of one whose. il}t~Uect WaS stren.gth-. i
ened by supernatural grace and whose·study was a species of prayec·so Ma:..'
. ritaln wrote: ~'[W]e think it is impossibie that Tfiomism•cari be ma1ntaine{i.il}) ·
its p~ty and iqtegrity without special recourse. to the life of PllYet;:;';n If.th' '
+ntetlbctmillife'has its virtues, it also has its vic~s.lt is to avoid the latter and
acquire the former that prayer must be an integral part .of the•life of a:
· Thomist, Marltain suggests that. we are called to have intellectual reparation i
to God for .the errors th,e huuran. intellect has corilmitted lest we l,'!.dd to them•!
ourselves. ''It is. important,that illtellectqals dedicate themselves in a special
tnanner to give'to God the hdmag'e that modem philosophers refuse to give .
and at the same tiine to intercede for the voluntary and involuntifiy victims of i
. en,:or.''lZ Lay Thorrusts are asked to·coillnlit themselves ~oat least an hour of[
··
·
p;ayer e'ach day.
De la vie de l'oraison has. two parts: TJ;ie Intellectu.al Life and P,..:ayer, and~
The Spiritual.Life.. Anyone acquainfed·wfth·the. opuscu,lum called De modo
· smdendi~ atttib~ted ,to Thomas Aqqin~s; wm be reminde!:t of it when he opens :
this Uttl~ b<Jok by Jacques and ,Rai'ssa Maritain. Each. of the nine chapters,
three in part one, six i.n' part two; bears as its title a Latin cita:tien on wliich the ·
1 text is a brief commen~ary. But; of couri~, it)s the conjuncti~n of the in tel,- ·
~ectual and spiritual tiv~s that gives the· book. its· Staffip,. and one ·which,. in the •
mo4e0,1 World, causes surprise.
.
.·
. ·
The progressive seculari~ation of· philosophy has had its effe,Ct on .the
• sense of what~the vocation of a philosdpher is. Of··Descartes's account of,
)mowledge Mantain famously re~~:ked that it bore ·a peculiar· Similarity to
· Thomas Aquinas's account of angelic knowledge. :Methodic doubt l~d •
Descartes to bis''first certainty that, even if h~ were deceived about any and
everything he might think, of one thing he could not be deceived, namely; ;
that h~·wl!~ thi~g. From th~~ stm,ting:point the, Carlesiap projector recoil:.+
struction began. D~scartes regards himself. as a thinking something, a res ·.
cogitans,and his projectjs to see if he c'an get outsicte his mind, tp.ind· being .
llJbid., p. 293.
121bid
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all he is at this point. This is the origin of the so-called mind-body problem.
It is not surprising. that such an understanding of the philosophical task has
int1uenced the philosopher's notion of his calling. It is almost exclusively
cerebral, the pursuit of knowledge unrelated to the wider life which, presumably, the philosopherleads.
This impoverishment of the pursuit of truth is something to which Maritain responded in a variety of ways. The later discussions of Christian Philosophy are obviously related to it. The distinction between the nature and
the state of philosophy, between philosophy and philosophizing, obviously
. addressed this issue . But from the beginning, after their conversion and
consequent pursuit of a spiritual life under the guidance of a director, any
philosophizing by the Maritains would necessarily be seenin the context of
the spiritual life. The book on the life of prayer-in English it would be
called Prayer and Intelligence-was first published anonymously in 1922,
reprinted under the names of the authors in 1925, and then. with changes in
1933 and with more changes still in 1947. The basic text of the book re.mained the same, with the variations occurring in the notes· and addenda.
This history of the book may be taken to underscore that its subject represents a profoundly abiding concern of the authors. "0 Wisdom, which proceeds from the mouth of the Most High, reaching from end to end mightiiy
and sweetly disposing all things, come and teach us the way of prudence,"
is the book's motto, followed by an excerpt of Peter Calo's Life of Thomas
Aquinas:
After the death of the Doctor, Brother Reginald, having returned to
Naples and resumed his teaching, cried out while weeping copiously:
My brothers, while he lived my master kept me from revealing wondertill things of which I had been the witness. One is that he acquired his
knowledge not by human effort but by the merit of prayer, for each time
that he wanted to study, to dispute, to lecture, write or dictate, having recourse to prayer first of all, he begged with tears to find in the truth the
divine secrets, and by the merit of this prayer, having been prior to it in
uncertitude, he arose instructed....
Verbum spirans amorem: the Word breathing forth love. It is necessary
that in us too love proceeds from the Word, .that is, from the spiritual
possession of the truth in Faith. And just as whatever is in the Word is
found in the Holy Spirit, so too what is in our knowledge must pass
into the affections by way, and to rest only in it. Let love proceed from
truth, and knowledge be made fruitful in love. Our prayer is not what it
should be if either of these two conditions be lacking. By prayer we
mean above all that which takes place in the secret of the heart and is
ordered to the contemplation of and union with God.
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That is the complete first chapter of the little book and itsets ·its tone. Th.'-'~~
Christian vocation.is one ·of.union with and contemplation of God,who.i&.~~
Truth. Any pursuit of truth should be linked to ~he primary goal. It is by act;•Jj
· ing under the. impulse of grace or ~orne 11,10re ·mystical gift, that the soul wiif!
. attain this ultimate end. 'fhe soul must depend tot~ly on the. divine acti.onii~
susPending its p01;rtan.mode of acting,. Until 9od favors us with repose iru]
Him, we must work to dispose ourselves for the reception of this .gift. Our in!!':. ·
-;,
.
:
/
tellec~al efforts must therefore be ordered to knowing God and our will tll\
the love of Hin;t. ·Only when fortified by prayer can· inte.Q~.c.t dev~lop ,it~ high..i.•:J
est virtualities;:.and, the closet a soul approaches God in love, the more simplt.\
and luminous will intellectual vision become.
.There is, moreover,··a quite:special.:relation between the intellectual. life:
and tile life of prayer, in th~t prayer. requi.fes fht'HmUl to leave t4e realnl of'
.sensible imllges and·ri$e to•the purely intelligible; and beyond,.'and, recip:ro~ .•
cally,. the activity of intellect .is .more perfect to the degree that it is freed from
these same sensible images.
Only .a Hfe of prayer can give us an absolute fidelity to the tpxth, without• :
·diminution and diyersion, and a great charity towards our neighbor,. espe• ·'
cially a great inteijectual charity. Only it allows u~, by naturally ~;ectifying our ' ·
facultie~ of desire, to pass from truth to practice.
'
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CONCLUSION
I have already suggested how foreign such thoughts would seem to a typ~· ·
ical contemporacy••ppilosopher. He is ttained to think of himself as pure i.ntel"
ligence, uninfluenced •by ~ny antecedent convictions, with religious. faith,
"being the frrst thing to be put-in escrow. The privatization of. religion coul~ be· ·
said.to follow from the privatt,zation of thought, the turn to the subject which
.makes the first philosophlcal·:problem: How can I go out of my mind? The
Cartesian proj~ct is of course make..believe. Kierkegaard wrott} an unfinished
~tqcy Johanltes Climacus; or. De omnibus. dubitandum est, in' which he followbd the fo11up,es of someone wHo tried to follow this advice+ forgettin~ that
he. was a creature of fles:h and blood, an incarnate spirit. It W;as one of Maritain;s canniest'msightS that the' intellectualispt of Descartes falsified the pur.suit of holiness.
Of course,. any· menn6n of"pursum~ holfriess rings tiiuiily fn . the con~em-.
poracy philosophical e8l". Doubtless ~;orne of the resistance to thp resurgence
of interest in the virtues steinS from uneasiness at the thought:lhat even in
philos~phy character matters. Of course; one can be good as gold and dumb
as a post and not every scoundrel fails. to ca~~h hold of atruth or two. But tlie .
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ldeal is fo unify our lives \n tetms of an ample Uq.derst~pding of the ultimate
end. The Gteeks in their wisdom saw contemplationas the goal of the philosopqicallife. For the Christiaq that truth is transfornied by its elevatiori 'to the
supernatural order ~d the re~lization tha.t we are callep to friendship with·
God, to seeing Him even 'as we we seen.
·
The divorce between life and thought began under Christi~ auspices-..
D~scartes was a good Catholic.;_and it led to. the almost complete secqlarjzation with which w~ aresurrounded. Surrounded, and therefore ititl~JJ,cedby.
Th~re are. mapy benefits to be had from turning to the thought of Jacques
Maritain.. But surely one of the greatest is·that he mak:es impos&ible Jor,us to
separate study and the pursuit of uuth frornits orientatioll, to our ultimate ~nd,
the vpcation' to wh\ch We hav~ been called. When Maritai~ worked a varia·. tion on St. Paul-Vae mihi sl non thomistizave~he ~ad intnind, not membership ip a club, joining one philosophi~al sect arrrong marty,· but the unified
pursuit of tJ;Uth
;holiness that cb~acterized Saint Thotpa8 Aqu~as and
·
Jacques Maritain.
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